What do Ralph Nader, SUVs and Gay Marriage Have in Common? Russ
Buchanan's hilarious 3-song EP; Laugh Through Your Tears at Midnight
Graffiti Magazine
The Russ Buchanan EP, featuring "TheSUV Song (Me and My SUV),""Ralph,Don't Run"and "A
Love Chantey"-- a gay marriage sing-along, can be heard in the pages of this award-winning
culture / literary magazine.
Woodland Hills, CA (PRWEB) July 31, 2004 -- If you still have a sense of humor after four years of Mr.
Unilateral and the Neocons, give "The Russ Buchanan EP" a listen at Midnight Graffiti Magazine.
Midnight Graffiti Magazine, the award-winning culture / literary magazine, has ventured into the netherworld
known as the "Record Business" with its debut CD, "The Russ Buchanan EP."
A little musical fun at the expense of Ralph Nader, Hummers and Homophobia, "The Russ Buchanan EP"
features "Ralph, Don't Run," "The SUV Song (Me and My SUV)" and "A Love Chantey" -- a gay marriage
sing-along.
In the tradition of Tom Leher, Frank Zappa and Michael Moore (if he could sing), Russ Buchanan's satire is
hilarious and right on the money. In addition to its recent featured slot on the radio newsmagazine, "This Way
Out," and raves in "GayToday.com," and "The Village Weekly," "The Russ Buchanan EP" is being played on
Pacifica, RadioLeft, college and comedy radio stations throughout the country.
And, while you're listening to the "Russ Buchanan EP," give the rest of Midnight Graffiti a look. It is still the
best culture / literary magazine on the web.
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818 225-0509
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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